Date: June 30, 2020
To,
Listing Department,
National Stock Exchange of India Limited
Exchange Plaza, C-1 Block G,
Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (E), Mumbai.
Symbol: FOCUS
Dear Sir/ Madam,
Sub: Intimation with regard to Red Dot Design Award 2020 bagged by Focus Lighting and
Fixtures Limited.
We are glad to announce that Focus Lighting and Fixtures Limited (Symbol: “FOCUS”) is the recipient
of the prestigious “Red Dot Design Award 2020” for our Magnus Spotlight series.
The Red Dot Award is an international design competition for product design, communication design
and design concepts. Started in in 1955, today Red Dot is one of the world's largest design competitions.
We are truly honoured to receive this globally prestigious and influential design accolade. This is a
significant milestone in our journey to deliver world class designs and innovative breakthrough products
which are made in India.
Magnus Spotlight is a premium product range which offers excellent visual comfort & experience with
high energy efficiency. The luminaire is highly comforting given the UGR (Unified Glare Rating) being
very low at less than 10 and the capability to auto adjust color temperature of light changes from warm
to cold or vice versa. The retailer doesn’t have to replace fixture for reducing the light output.
Magnus Spotlight range includes recessed spotlights, swivelling ceiling substructures and trackmounted spotlights. All featuring flexible contours depending on the layout and number of LEDs and
reflectors. The housing surface is made of anodised aluminium and available in black and white finish.
The dimmable LEDs are embedded in micro-faceted reflectors that emit the light evenly and without
glare.

Statement by Red Dot Jury
“With regard to different requirements, this spotlight range offers a particularly wide selection of
lighting options.”
The Award announcement can be visited on the official portal of Red Dot at below link:
https://www.red-dot.org/project/magnus-46664/

You are hereby requested to take note of the same.
For Focus Lighting and Fixtures Limited
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Company Secretary & Compliance Officer

